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B orri Srl is an Italian company foun-
ded in 1951 that specialises in
manufacturing furniture for campers

and caravans. Originally a furniture-maker
for the residential sector, in 1990 it diversi-
fied into the production of furniture and fur-
nishing components for caravans, campers,
bungalows, mobile homes, and boats. The
firm quickly gained significant market share
and began to work with nearly all the Italian
constructors while forging important par-
tnerships with famous foreign brands. Until
2008, Borri produced complete interiors and
some accessories. Then, as the general eco-
nomic recession began to bite, several
recreational-vehicle manufacturers started
making the furniture in-house. The company
responded by extending its specialist experti-
se to include the production of preformed
doors in Corian, polyethylene and methacry-
late while also focusing on making high-qua-
lity wood accessories for top-of-the-range
applications. 
“Although our company can produce com-
plete interiors”, says sales manager Massimo
Bartalini, “we have specialised in certain
components, concentrating our efforts on
creating laminated work surfaces, with both
honeycomb and plywood, honeycombed
partitions with and without interior structu-
re, curved furnishing components made
using the preforming technique, structural
components with both honeycombed and
plywood panels, and on machining Corian,
on its own or combined with other mate-
rials”. 
As well as extending its product range, Borri
has strategically personalised its production
and shipping to suit any requirements. Items
are made on request to the customer’s

design to a schedule that integrates with the
customer’s own work programmes.
Accordingly, the company has invested in
staff training and special equipment while
developing internal procedures to produce
furnishing components even in small quanti-
ties, thus facilitating a staggered delivery ser-
vice tailored to suit the customer and at
highly competitive quality and prices.
“Compared to companies with more com-
plex organisational structures and highly
automated production processes, we can
carry out production runs even for small
volumes”, continues Massimo Bartalini. “We

are a small firm with a factory spanning
3000 sq m, with 15 employees and a tur-
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A solution for every requirement
Borri Srl is an Italian company specialising in supplying furniture, structural components, partitions, work sur-
faces, acrylic-stone surfaces, and accessories for recreational vehicles. One of our strengths is that we can ful-
fil small commissions, offering tailored production and delivery schedules to suit your business’s logistical
requirements
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nover of around 1.7 million euros. But our
staff’s great experience, our long and establi-
shed tradition in the sector, and our meticu-
lous quality policy have enabled us to conso-
lidate our presence in the industry and to
work with virtually all the Italian constructors.
We have also completed major projects with
the Spanish company Moncayo, the English
firm Auto Sleepers, and La Strada and
Westfalia from Germany. For Westfalia, we

designed and built all the furniture for the
Columbus caravan range in the late 1990s. It
is a partnership that has been a great source
of pride and satisfaction”.
Borri produces not only the furniture for
recreational vehicles but also personalised
furnishings for the Italian municipal police
vehicles and design elements for incorpora-
tion in domestic furnishings, from bathroom
furniture to the famous Eames Lounge Chair.

B orri is a byword for flexibility. We can meet customer needs not just through the
great variety of our products, created using an array of manufacturing techniques,
but by tailoring deliveries to suit any logistical needs. Indeed, Borri has developed

a number of working methods. We present four examples below, although the Borri
technical office can work with any customer to tailor a personalised approach. 
- The “BLUE” method: here, for example, the raw materials to be kept in stock are agre-
ed with the customer. Using the internet, Borri monitors the customer’s production sche-
dule and produces the relevant articles in line with the approved plans. Borri stores the
products in its warehouse and delivers them in sequence. In some cases, the products are
packed in special containers belonging to the customer in the order in which they will be
picked for assembly. 
- The “GREEN” method: after preparing an eight-week forecast based on the customer’s
production, we then source the raw materials. The items for each confirmed order are
then produced. Deliveries are separated by order or batch. 
- The “YELLOW” method: orders are placed directly at 6–8 weeks. The raw materials are
then purchased, and orders are grouped together into production runs for delivery in bat-
ches with specific packaging subdivided by assembly station.
- The “ORANGE” method: orders are placed at 6 months, and raw materials are sourced
at regular intervals. The products are manufactured in batches and stored in the Borri
warehouse until needed by the customer, for delivery on demand.

Flexible production and delivery

O ne of the latest technologies that Borri has developed is the
machining of acrylic stone, i.e. Corian and its substitutes.
This material enables surfaces to be created without visible

joints; it is resistant to stains, scratches and mould; it is hygienic, non-
toxic, non-porous, warm to the touch, strong, and easy to repair. It is
used for kitchen surfaces, even those with integrated sink. Another
feather in the company’s cap is the pantograph with 5 axes for wor-
king on curved furnishing components. Borri performs its own ben-

ding work in-house, making the moulds for bending lumber-core ply-
wood panels or polystyrene honeycombed panels. A special bonding
technique, known as Hot-Melt, also enables us to combine any type
of material: methacrylate and fibreglass for doors or linoleum; alumi-
nium and fibreglass for panels acting as structural components. Hot-
Melt is a bonding system using heat-melted polyurethane adhesives
with high resistance to damp and requiring no time in the press for
reticulation. 
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Skilled craftsmanship – modern techniques

Massimo Bartalini
Sales manager




